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Short Description: 
 
PGA Catalunya Resort 
 
The epitomy of contemporary living coupled with golf and luxury lifestyle in the heart of 
Catalonia 
Welcome to PGA Catalunya Resort, set in one of the most enviable locations in Spain. 
Catalonia is without a doubt one of the most attractive areas in Europe with a geographic 
and cultural variety that inspired the genius of Dalí, Picasso and Gaudí. PGA Catalunya 
Resort is set in a landscape of breathtaking beauty, with two 18-hole golf courses. One of 
them, the Stadium Course has been named as the best course in Spain, the third best in 
Continental Europe and one of the top 100 in the world, according to several specialist 
publications. The resort is very easily reached from Girona, Barcelona and Perpignan 
airports Costa Brava, with some of the best beaches on the Mediterranean, is just 20 
minutes away, while the historic city of Girona is just 10 minutes from the resort. The 
Mediaeval city centre of Girona, the capital of the province, oozes Mediterranean charm 
and offers excellent shopping and world-class restaurants. 
PGA Catalunya Resort is set in a stunning natural environment with a combination of 
attractions unique to this Mediterranean destination; it is a region blessed with superb 
tourist sites ranging from medieval villages, the idyllic beaches of Costa Brava and the 
excellent ski slopes of the Pyrenees. Additionally, PGA Catalunya Resort is just an hour 
from the centre of Barcelona, 37 minutes with the high-speed train. 
 
‘AT THE FOREFRONT’ OF GOLF AND ARCHITECTURE 
Recognized as the best “European Golf Development” by the prestigious International 
Property Awards, PGA Catalunya Resort has an exciting real estate offering: generous 
plots with stunning views, contemporary design villas, comfortable semi-detached villas and 
modern apartments located next to the golf course fairways. All properties are a perfect 
combination of modernity, comfort and considerate integration into its surroundings. 
 
A SPECIAL SITE FOR A SECOND HOME 
PGA Catalunya Resort is a first class destination for golf enthusiasts, but it is also ideal for 
those seeking an exclusive, modern home who wish to enjoy an attractive leisure offering 
and experience the comfort of the Mediterranean lifestyle. 
 
 

The Resort 
PGA Catalunya: The next generation of resort 
 
At PGA Catalunya you can enjoy a quality of life that only an exceptional resort can offer; 
improve your handicap under the gentle morning sunlight, then relax in the elegant 
atmosphere of the Clubhouse, spend some time exercising or unwinding at the exclusive 
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Residents Club, and for a perfect end to a pleasure-filled day, enjoy dinner with the best of 
company at one of the many Michelin starred restaurants in the area.With the majestic 
peaks of the Pyrenees as a backdrop and bathed in the perfume of the pine woods, PGA 
Catalunya Resort has an excellent combination of sports, wellbeing and leisure. In addition, 
the resort offers services for residents including gardening, cleaning, concierge and 
maintenance, among others. If there is anything special you need, you can always contact 
the Property Service Department, where you will be provided with attentive personalized 
service. PGA Catalunya Resort has a 24 hour security service within the resort itself, so our 
property owners know that their homes are perfectly protected even in their absence. 
 

  
 
Detailed information regarding this project you can find tat: luxury4you@t-online.de and 
www.luxury4you.eu. 
Please explore our full portfolio on our webpage: 
  
www.luxury4you.eu 
  
We would be happy to organize your inspection trip. 
For further information please don´t hesitate to contact us. 
 
Kind regards 
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